INDOCHINA

of State John Foster Dulles, decided the French must not lose was physically dirty and because it was impossible to identify the enemy. He looked just like the pro-French peasants, wore no distinctive uniform, carried no flag, and held no definable military position. French generals yearned for an old-fashioned battle, out in the open, over fixed positions. They got it, at Dien Bien Phu.

President Eisenhower, inspired by his inimitable Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, decided the French must not lose their effort to hold on to their Southeast Asian empire, and contributed some $400 million in military aid to the French forces.

On August 4, 1953, President Eisenhower appeared before a conference of Governors where he faced the concern of many that his Administration’s foreign aid programs were “giveaways.” The President explained why:

“If Indochina goes, several things happen right away. The Malayan Peninsula, that last bit of land hanging on down there, would be scarcely defensible — and tin and tungsten that we so greatly value from that area would cease coming.

So, when the United States votes $400,000,000 to help that war, we are not voting for a giveaway program. We are voting for the cheapest way that we can to prevent the occurrence of something that would be of the most terrible significance for the United States of America — our security, our power, and ability to get certain things we need from the riches of that Indochinese territory and from Southeast Asia.” (Italics added)

THE IMPORTANCE OF INDOCHINA

At a news conference on April 7, 1954, President Eisenhower commented further on the importance of Indochina to the United States. The record says this:

“Question — Robert Richards, Copley Press: Mr. President, would you mind commenting on the strategic importance of Indochina to the free world?”

“The President: You have, of course, both the specific and the general when you talk about such things. First of all, you have the specific value of a locality in its production of materials that the world needs. Then you have the possibility that many human beings pass under a dictatorship that is inimical to the free world. Finally, you have broader consideration that might be tilted if adversaries had a plentiful supply of tungsten.

One haunting thesis is Tungsten. Here is the story:

"If Indochina goes, several things happen right away. The Malayan Peninsula, that last bit of land hanging on down there, would be scarcely defensible — and tin and tungsten that we so greatly value from that area would cease coming.

So, when the United States votes $400,000,000 to help that war, we are not voting for a giveaway program. We are voting for the cheapest way that we can to prevent the occurrence of something that would be of the most terrible significance for the United States of America — our security, our power, and ability to get certain things we need from the riches of that Indochinese territory and from Southeast Asia.” (Italics added)

Tungsten is indispensible in modern war. So much so that it has become a truism that a nation loses modern waraking power without it. And the world military power balance might be tilted if adversaries had a plentiful supply of tungsten and we did not.

Germany first demonstrated the value of tungsten in the manufacture of war equipment during World War I. The need in modern war is for high speed munitions production to keep up with exhausting of supplies. Ordinary metals cannot operate in machines at high speeds; tungsten can.

Before World War I munitions were turned out at a predictably limited rate and were usually consumed faster than they could be replaced. Because modern war required advanced weapons which took so much longer to produce, military strategists in allied countries predicted the war would end quickly because Germany would use up its stockpiles in six months and could not then replenish them because it would take so long to turn out new equipment.

After six months the allies found the Germans were not running out of munitions at all. Instead of decreasing the fury of their attacks, the German intensified them, and had apparently limitless supply of war materiel. By the end of the first year the Kaiser’s armies had bigger munitions stocks than when the war began. British intelligence discovered the Germans were using a high-speed steel made with tungsten, and were manufacturing munitions with tungsten cutting tools which never seemed to wear out. Speed generates heat and heat destroys metal so speed normally had to be retarded — until the Germans found that tungsten could withstand even the most intense heat. They could bring up their production without concern about machinery wearing down or tools losing their cutting edge.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TUNGSTEN

President Eisenhower commented fur-
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The Great Powers began a world-wide scramble for tungsten. Within a very short time, by 1916, American manufacturers were also producing munitions at a faster rate than ever before, and began shipping it to allied forces in Europe. Germany announced that all armed merchant ships of the allied nations, or others carrying supplies to the allied nations, would be sunk without warning.

President Woodrow Wilson rejected the Kaiser's ultimatum. He asked Congress to authorize the arming of all American merchant ships, but Congress refused. President Wilson was not to be deterred; after all, the Germans were turning out fresh armament at a high rate because they had tungsten, and now that the United States had tungsten (from China), it was turning out munitions at an even faster rate (because of superior American production methods and capacities), and it could deliver to the war zone, so the President issued an Executive Order, directing that all American merchant ships be armed — simply ignoring the Congressional refusal to approve. When American merchant vessels were armed, the Germans began their unrestricted submarine attacks on U.S. shipping. In April, 1917, President Wilson asked Congress to declare war on Germany, "to make the world safe for democracy." World War I ended with more than 37 million casualties. 5,385,915 were military dead. Civilian dead unknown.

When the war ended the price of tungsten dropped to prewar levels. Then the world's leading industrial powers turned their attention to China, which was (and is today) the world's largest known producer of tungsten. Moreover, Chinese tungsten is the purest to be found anywhere. There were five leading industrial nations in those days: The United States, Germany, Great Britain, France, and Japan. Germany was not invited to join in Power machinations because Germany had lost the war and it was to the victors the spoils belonged.

**THE RICHES OF CHINA**

In 1921 the United States, Britain, France and Japan signed a solemn treaty in Washington pledging respect for the territorial integrity of China. Although the four major industrial powers were pledging to keep out of China, China was not even included in their conference.

Half a dozen years later there was an uprising in China. The ruling Kuomintang split into factions and some of the dissidents were attacking British Consulates. Fearing that U.S. property might be endangered, the United States sent 1,000 U.S. Marines to Nanking. Much of the U.S.-owned property the Marines were to protect was tin and tungsten. The uprising died down, the Marines were recalled, but a larger invasion of China was to follow.

Japan had been roused from three centuries of complete isolation by the American, Commodore Perry, who arrived with four warships in 1853 to open trade. Japan dared not refuse her doors were opened. Japan decided to catch up with the industrial revolution. Within an amazingly few years Japan built industries and became a highly advanced technological society. With industrialization, Japan began to feel the same urge which had motivated the Europeans to search for empire — need for market and sources of raw materials to feed the hungry factories.

China was the big prize. China, land of untapped riches: coal, iron, oil, aluminum, gold, silver, sulphur, jade — and, tin and tungsten (they are usually found together). Chinese coal was next only in quantity to the deposits in the U.S. and Canada; virtually every Chinese province had coal deposits. Seventy percent of the world's supply of antimony was to be found in Hunan province, which is where the tungsten is. And manganese— an average yearly output before the Japanese invasion of about 100,000 tons. About half the world's supply of alumina is produced in China's Chekiang province alone. There are raw materials for making porcelain, the famous Koaling clay, in Kiangsi and Anhwei provinces. In addition, extensive water resources: more than 1500 rivers with a potential of over 450,000,000 kilowatts of hydroelectric power.

There was far more than these earthly riches in China, a lure the Japanese empire-builders — there were the Chinese people. Not only were they numerous, but particularly docile, resourceful and ingenious. It was the Chinese who produced the world's three great inventions: printing, gunpowder, and the compass. China was first to produce silk far back as the 13th century B.C. From the silk they invented a by-product, a silk-paper on which one could write.

The pattern of conquest was faithfully followed; First came a mainland foothold in Korea, then invasion Manchuria, then the rest of China through Shanghai.

**PREPARING FOR WAR**

Meanwhile, the Germans under Hitler had been preparing for World War II. Germany, an industrial nation with the military-backed political dictatorship which catered to the interests of the military-industrial complex, was not a nation that could be ignored. Other interests were subordinated, only those of big business and the military were the prime concern of Hitler's government; all were determined to build an empire to last the thousand years. German industries yearned for raw materials and captive markets, the military yearned for war and influence, the politicians dreamed of power.

And all needed tungsten — the chief ingredient of modern war and modern industry.

Hitler sent General von Seeckt to China to serve as his German military adviser to Chiang Kai-shek. In July, 1937, he sent his Defense Minister, Colonel General Werner Fritsch, General von Blomberg, General von Reichnau, and Herr Oberst Thomas to join with von Seeckt in negotiating for tungsten with the Generalissimo. They worked out a 100 million mark revolving barter agreement on July 25th.

By that time China had become world renowned as a rare metal producer with the world's largest supply of fine quality tungsten ore. In fact, Chiang had put up tungsten as security for loans from the United States. Now China was selling tungsten to the Germans, but without the slightest suspicion that Germany was preparing for World War II. American and British economists did not associate German tungsten purchases with war plans; they were concerned only that Germany might dump tungsten on the world market and pull the price down. They expressed this fear to the Chinese who became concerned about what would happen to their tungsten business. Chiang called Von Blomberg aside and voiced his fears about German selling tungsten in order to get foreign exchange. Chiang demanded a formal agreement that Hitler would keep the tungsten in Germany and not re-sell it. The German Defense Minister chucked with relief and told the Generalissimo to write the letter of agreement and that he, Von Blomberg, would sign it. Chiang must have concluded that Hitler was a man of his word and that you can do business with him, since not a pound of German tungsten reached the world's markets.

Germany kept buying tungsten wherever it was available, from China, Mexico, Peru, Argentina and Bolivia.
“INCIDENT” IN ASIA

Although Japan was at war with China, the conflict was called an “incident” so that the United States Neutrality Act would not apply. The Neutrality Act forbade American commerce with belligerent nations. Since Japan thus called herself a “neutral,” she was officially treated as a neutral by the United States. The Neutrality Act would not apply, unless Japan attacked a neutral nation. When Japan was attacked by the United States, the Neutrality Act would then apply. The Neutrality Act forbade American commerce with belligerent nations. Since Japan thus called herself a “neutral,” she was officially treated as a neutral by the United States. The Neutrality Act would not apply, unless Japan attacked a neutral nation. When Japan was attacked by the United States, the Neutrality Act would then apply.

Late in May, 1940, Japan urged Hitler to dictate that Marshal Petain remove the French Government-General of Indo-China, General George Catroux, because he was “uncooperaive.” He had refused to turn the Chinese ore over to Japan. Hitler obliged, and Petain dutifully replaced Catroux with Admiral Jean Decoux who would be more amenable to Tokyo’s wishes.

AMERICAN INTRIGUE

Word of this came to the ears of K. C. Li, the leading American tungsten expert (about whom much more later). Mr. Li was a scientist and an industrialist, not a statesman. He knew the contacts were not with Secretary of State Cordell Hull but with the Federal Loan Agency Administrator, Jesse H. Jones. He informed Jones of the Chinese tungsten in northern Vietnam and urged American intervention to turn the Chinese tungsten stockpile over to the United States. The United States was indebted to Li Ho-thing, the man who had discovered tungsten in China in 1911, who had pioneered the use of tungsten in war production and in munitions. The United States was indebted to Li Ho-thing, the man who had discovered tungsten in China in 1911, who had pioneered the use of tungsten in war production and in munitions.

The United States entered the race for tungsten somewhat tardily; Germany had long been the world’s major importer. Not all of it was available. Latin America produced tungsten, but not as pure as that from China, which was the United States’ major import. The Chinese tungsten was the finest obtainable anywhere. A major U.S. import of Chinese tungsten came about in a dramatic, cloak-and-dagger type of intrigue. Chiang Kai-shek had shipped a very large quantity of tungsten to French Indo-China in 1940, and the Germans had broken the Japanese navy code by that time. The steamer was captured by U.S. warships, with its tungsten cargo intact.

The Germans continued buying tungsten after war with America began, and paid whatever was necessary. Franco was a Hitler ally, contributing at least one “Blue Division” to fight alongside the Reichswehr, but the Spanish dictator was not above making friends of his friends in the military and political circles. Spain joined Portugal in making Germany pay record prices for tungsten, prices that ran as high as $50,000 per ton of ore. The United States and Great Britain by this time had come to realize the value of the material, and agreed to pay Franco and Portugal’s Salazar even more than the $50,000 per ton in order to keep more tungsten out of German hands. Before World War II the tungsten countries had few customers besides Germany. In Berlin there was a purchasing center headed by the German tungsten expert, Hermann C. Starck, who managed to concentrate all the available off-grade ore from all over the world.

Not all of it was available. Latin America produced tungsten, not as pure as that from China, which the United States had in the summer of 1940 begun buying up simply to keep it out of German hands. Also war with Japan was expected at any time so that shipments across the Pacific would be interrupted. The United States entered the race for tungsten somewhat tardily; Germany had long been the world’s major importer.

Chinese tungsten was the finest obtainable anywhere. A major U.S. import of Chinese tungsten came about in a dramatic, cloak-and-dagger type of intrigue. Chiang Kai-shek had shipped a very large quantity of tungsten to French Indo-China in 1940, and the Germans had broken the Japanese navy code by that time. The steamer was captured by U.S. warships, with its tungsten cargo intact.

The Germans continued buying tungsten after war with America began, and paid whatever was necessary. Franco was a Hitler ally, contributing at least one “Blue Division” to fight alongside the Reichswehr, but the Spanish dictator was not above making friends of his friends in the military and political circles. Spain joined Portugal in making Germany pay record prices for tungsten, prices that ran as high as $50,000 per ton of ore. The United States and Great Britain by this time had come to realize the value of the material, and agreed to pay Franco and Portugal’s Salazar even more than the $50,000 per ton in order to keep more tungsten out of German hands. Before World War II the tungsten countries had few customers besides Germany. In Berlin there was a purchasing center headed by the German tungsten expert, Hermann C. Starck, who managed to concentrate all the available off-grade ore from all over the world.

American and European demand for tungsten during World War II caused prices to rise sharply, with the U.S. government paying as much as $50,000 per ton for tungsten ore. The United States entered the race for tungsten somewhat tardily; Germany had long been the world’s major importer. Not all of it was available. Latin America produced tungsten, but not as pure as that from China, which was the United States’ major import. The Chinese tungsten was the finest obtainable anywhere. A major U.S. import of Chinese tungsten came about in a dramatic, cloak-and-dagger type of intrigue. Chiang Kai-shek had shipped a very large quantity of tungsten to French Indo-China in 1940, and the Germans had broken the Japanese navy code by that time. The steamer was captured by U.S. warships, with its tungsten cargo intact.

The Germans continued buying tungsten after war with America began, and paid whatever was necessary. Franco was a Hitler ally, contributing at least one “Blue Division” to fight alongside the Reichswehr, but the Spanish dictator was not above making friends of his friends in the military and political circles. Spain joined Portugal in making Germany pay record prices for tungsten, prices that ran as high as $50,000 per ton of ore. The United States and Great Britain by this time had come to realize the value of the material, and agreed to pay Franco and Portugal’s Salazar even more than the $50,000 per ton in order to keep more tungsten out of German hands. Before World War II the tungsten countries had few customers besides Germany. In Berlin there was a purchasing center headed by the German tungsten expert, Hermann C. Starck, who managed to concentrate all the available off-grade ore from all over the world.

Not all of it was available. Latin America produced tungsten, not as pure as that from China, which the United States had in the summer of 1940 begun buying up simply to keep it out of German hands. Also war with Japan was expected at any time so that shipments across the Pacific would be interrupted. The United States entered the race for tungsten somewhat tardily; Germany had long been the world’s major importer.

Chinese tungsten was the finest obtainable anywhere. A major U.S. import of Chinese tungsten came about in a dramatic, cloak-and-dagger type of intrigue. Chiang Kai-shek had shipped a very large quantity of tungsten to French Indo-China in 1940, and the Germans had broken the Japanese navy code by that time. The steamer was captured by U.S. warships, with its tungsten cargo intact.

The Germans continued buying tungsten after war with America began, and paid whatever was necessary. Franco was a Hitler ally, contributing at least one “Blue Division” to fight alongside the Reichswehr, but the Spanish dictator was not above making friends of his friends in the military and political circles. Spain joined Portugal in making Germany pay record prices for tungsten, prices that ran as high as $50,000 per ton of ore. The United States and Great Britain by this time had come to realize the value of the material, and agreed to pay Franco and Portugal’s Salazar even more than the $50,000 per ton in order to keep more tungsten out of German hands. Before World War II the tungsten countries had few customers besides Germany. In Berlin there was a purchasing center headed by the German tungsten expert, Hermann C. Starck, who managed to concentrate all the available off-grade ore from all over the world.

American and European demand for tungsten during World War II caused prices to rise sharply, with the U.S. government paying as much as $50,000 per ton for tungsten ore. The United States entered the race for tungsten somewhat tardily; Germany had long been the world’s major importer. Not all of it was available. Latin America produced tungsten, but not as pure as that from China, which was the United States’ major import. The Chinese tungsten was the finest obtainable anywhere. A major U.S. import of Chinese tungsten came about in a dramatic, cloak-and-dagger type of intrigue. Chiang Kai-shek had shipped a very large quantity of tungsten to French Indo-China in 1940, and the Germans had broken the Japanese navy code by that time. The steamer was captured by U.S. warships, with its tungsten cargo intact.

The Germans continued buying tungsten after war with America began, and paid whatever was necessary. Franco was a Hitler ally, contributing at least one “Blue Division” to fight alongside the Reichswehr, but the Spanish dictator was not above making friends of his friends in the military and political circles. Spain joined Portugal in making Germany pay record prices for tungsten, prices that ran as high as $50,000 per ton of ore. The United States and Great Britain by this time had come to realize the value of the material, and agreed to pay Franco and Portugal’s Salazar even more than the $50,000 per ton in order to keep more tungsten out of German hands. Before World War II the tungsten countries had few customers besides Germany. In Berlin there was a purchasing center headed by the German tungsten expert, Hermann C. Starck, who managed to concentrate all the available off-grade ore from all over the world.

French General on Vietnam

“I think that at this moment they (Americans) have lost the initiative and do not have the means to recapture it, because they would have to regroup their reserves, and they can only do this by evacuating somewhere. But they haven’t taken a decision to evacuate anywhere because they want to preserve the occupation which they have achieved. Thus, in order to regroup their reserves, they are obliged to wait for reinforcements, and so long as they have no reinforcements they are in a very delicate situation...”

“The deployment of the Americans consists of an archipelago of strong points on all the northern plateaus, strong points with an air strip in the center and around it a sizable garrison for protection. This takes up between four and six divisions. They can evacuate everything, but this is a step they haven’t taken, and if they don’t take it, the troops are pinned down there...”

—from interview with General Andre Beufre, Ramparts, June 29, 1968
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After the Normandy invasion the Germans were pushed back to the Rhine. German General Von Runstadt staged a surprise counter-offensive spearheaded by Tiger and Panther tanks, backed by 15 troop divisions. He drove almost to the outskirts of the city of Brussels, in effect producing a "buige." It was then that the newly-developed American tungsten-carbide projectiles came into action for the first time, destroying Tigers and Panthers as if their walls were cardboard instead of thick armor plate. The missiles crashed through steel with such force and velocity that they came through almost unmarked. Once inside, the shells would explode, shattering shrapnel, setting the tank interior on fire at such heat as not only to turn the human occupants to ashes but to turn the heavy steel into a shapeless mass of molten metal. The victory in the Battle of the Bulge spurred the United States into an all-out tungsten-acquiring program aimed at supplying 30 million tons of the remarkable metal.

MOST SOUGHT-AFTER METAL: Tungsten helped both sides produce munitions at a greater rate and in greater quantities than ever in history. Tank turrets, torpedoes, aircraft parts, shells and anti-tank high-velocity shells were machined from 10 to 50 times faster with tungsten-carbides than with conventional "high-speed steel" (iron-tungsten). The Germans found that tungsten-carbide bits for rock drilling would drill 50 percent faster and last ten times longer than with high-speed steel.

Tungsten has become the most sought-after metal in today's technology. It has the highest melting point of any metal, so that when another metal is used as a substitute it necessarily is at least second best. The temperature at which tungsten begins to melt is so high that it is not accurately known — somewhere between 5380° Centigrade and 4340° Centigrade, which corresponds to 6116° Fahrenheit to 6170° Fahrenheit. A standard yarn among engineers was that it is impossible to cast anything out of tungsten because there is no suitable material capable of standing the high temperatures needed as a mold. Today, however, some of the newer ceramic materials will hold tungsten for a limited time, while electron beam-melting methods provide the high temperatures in a vacuum chamber. Obviously the size and accuracy of the casting or ingot is very limited. The reason it has not been possible to determine the precise melting temperature of tungsten is that the thermometer melts before the tungsten does. Scientists have even tried to make the thermometer out of tungsten but there must always be some measuring material included, and these component materials melt before the tungsten reaches its melting point.

Another statistic to illustrate the enormous value of tungsten: It has a boiling point (as distinguished from the melting point which is of course lower) of 5900° Centigrade, or 10,652° Fahrenheit. That means that the tungsten boiling point is HOTTER than the surface of the sun. (The sun's solar surface, measured by several indirect methods, shows a temperature of about 10,000° Fahrenheit.)

Not only does tungsten have the highest melting point of any metal, and a boiling point higher than that of the sun's surface, but it is the strongest metal in common use. There are stronger metals than tungsten, but their extremely high cost precludes their general use: boron, rhenium, iridium, osmium, and ruthenium all have higher elasticities than tungsten, but they cost about a hundred times as much (all prices are in excess of $335 per pound as compared with tungsten's average cost of $3.50 per pound).

Here are more figures, technical data which must impress even the layman. Young's modulus of elasticity at 20°C. for tungsten is 59,000,000 pounds per square inch. Compare this with the elasticity of aluminum: tungsten is about six times stronger. It is five times as elastic as cast iron, 3.4 times as elastic as copper, twice that of steel. The tensile strength of tungsten ranges from 16,000 pounds per square inch up to 610,000 pounds per square inch — depending on the size, type, and form of the specimen being tested. The higher figure is the highest of any known metal.

Another quality: vapor pressure. Tungsten's vapor pressure is the LOWEST of all metals, and its compressibility at 20°C. equals 0.28 X 10^-4 per megabar, which is the SMALLEST of any metal.

VITAL IN NUCLEAR PRODUCTION: Tungsten finds particular application in the nuclear industry, and in the manufacture of atomic weapons as a shielding material, because of its high density and relatively high "thermal neutron absorption cross sectional value." In fact, in these fields tungsten is irreplaceable.

The very high and very low limits make tungsten invaluable as a high-strength metal, and as a material for use where such extremes are required. But even at ordinary room temperature tungsten has remarkable strength, so much so that it rates highest of all metals in strength-weight ratio. At elevated temperatures where steel is useless, tungsten still has a higher tensile strength than steel has at room temperatures.

It is relatively resistant to chemical attack by acids and liquid metals. Water, ammonia and hydrogen have no effect on it at all. While other metals will oxidize at temperatures somewhat above room temperature, tungsten will begin oxidation at about 762° Fahrenheit, which is just a bit above room temperature, we may be sure.

In short tungsten is a unique metal with properties of tremendous strength, resistance to wear and to the extremes of heat, friction, and corrosion. No one disputes its rare qualities, its enormous value, its practical indispensability in specific industrial and military application. What may be disputed is the lengths to which the United States government will be ready to go to acquire it and at what cost. This leads to our next inquiry: where is tungsten to be found? Along with the story of K. C. Li. (Next week)

Comments are heavily indebted to Mr. Terry Waters, architect and mining expert for his exhaustive, painstaking research over a period of many months which made this report possible.

W. W.